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McLEAN REVEALS IPCC NON-SCIENCE

Re: Your Office’s Reference C08/50558

Prime Minister:
On Tuesday, August 4th, your office took delivery of a package containing a
copy of my recent letter to senators and colour copies of four (4) papers by John
McLean. That followed my letter of Tuesday, May 26th, 2009 being my third in
correspondence with your office’s Alex Gordon, Adviser, on your behalf. In that
letter I provided two references to solid paper’s by John McLean.
The papers cannot be reasonably refuted since McLean simply presents data from
the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The
data was provided by the IPCC. The conclusions are stark and obvious: the
IPCC’s core claim that human action caused the modest global warming
from the mid-1970’s through to around 1998 is not supported by science.
The IPCC has implied 4,000 scientists support its core claim. Indeed, you have
publicly misinformed the Australian nation that the IPCC’s claim as the basis of
your Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) policy, is supported by 4,000 IPCC
scientists. In reality and contrary to your public statements, the IPCC’s claim is
not the basis for sound policy.
In a series of 70 e-mail letters, each personally submitted through your web site
on an almost daily basis between May 21st, 2009 and August 21st, 2009 and
through more than 66 contributions to your climate change blog I provided you
details on IPCC falsities, misrepresentations and/or errors.
I consider McLean’s documents to be vitally important to Australia’s
environmental and economic security. In view of the information provided, I
please request you and your government rectify the errors you have publicly
spread after you were apparently misled by IPCC falsities and misrepresentations.
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